This paper presents and solves in polynomial time the minimum convex cost dynamic network flow problem, an infinite horizon integer programming problem which involves network flows evolving over time. The model is a finite network in which each arc has an associated transit time for flow to pass through it. An integral amount of flow is to be sent through arcs of the network in each period over an infinite horizon so as to satisfy conservation of flow from some fixed period on. Furthermore, the net amount of flow "in transit" is assumed fixed over the infinite horizon. The objective is to minimize the average convex cost per period of sending flow.
Introduction
The model and problem formulation. In the sequel we present and solve in polynomial time the minimum convex cost dynamic network flow problem, an infinitehorizon integer programming problem that involves network flows evolving over time. This work extends the results of the author (1983) concerning maximum throughput dynamic network flows.
In brief, we consider a finite network in which there is associated with each arc a real or + valued convex cost of flow therein that is linear between successive integers, and a (possibly negative) integer transit time that is the number of periods for flow to pass through the arc.
A dynamic flow is a sequence of flows initiated in each arc in each period. Such a flow is called feasible if it is bounded, has finite cost in each period, satisfies conservation of flow in all except the first few periods during which flow is "initialized," and has a fixed "throughput." The throughput is the net flow in transit in each period and is shown in Orlin (1983) to be the same in each period after the first few. The throughput may also be viewed as the net amount of flow circulating in the network. This concept was introduced and studied in detail in Orlin (1983) .
A dynamic flow is called periodic if there is some number p of periods such that the amount of flow initiated in any arc in any period is the same as in that arc p periods hence. A dynamic flow is called optimal in a given class of flows if it is feasible and linear between successive integers. We can model other network parameters by a suitable choice of c (-) . For example, we can model an upper bound ua or a lower bound la on arc a by letting c,(xa) be c if x, > u, or xa < 1l. These networks have also been referred to in the literature as networks with transit times, for example by Lawler (1976) .
Let Hi and T denote the set of arcs of A with head i and tail i, respectively. Let tmax = maXa Ata. In the following we wish to consider flow emanating along arcs in each of an infinite number of periods. With this in mind, we let xP denote the amount of flow originating at the tail of arc a in period p and arriving at the head of arc a in period p + t. We refer to an infinite vector x = (xP) for a E A and p = 1,2,3,... as a dynamic flow. We say that a dynamic flow is conservative if it satisfies the conservation-of-flow constraints.
x P= l X a P for i N and p > tma x (2.1)
We define the flow in transit in arc a in period p for a dynamic flow x to be f4 defined as follows: then the flow in transit in arc a in period p is the sum of the flows initiated in the tail of arc a in or prior to period p and arriving at the head of arc a subsequent to period p. If t, -1, then the flow in transit in arc a in period p is the negative of the sum of the flows initiated in the tail of arc a subsequent to period p and arriving at the head of a in or prior to period p.
The following lemma was proved b Ith-author (1983 An intuitive justification of the above lemma is as follows. In order to preserve conservation of flow, all flow in transit subsequent to period tmax must be sent forward upon arriving at the head of an arc. Therefore, the total amount of flow in transit is constant after tma x .
We refer to the sum of the flows in transit in period t,,,,x as the throughput. This time-invariant parameter of dynamic network flows may be visualized as the number of unit "pulses of flow" that circulate through the static network over time.
A dynamic network flow x = (xP ) is called feasible if it is conservative, its sup norm is bounded, its throughput is identically 0, and c,(xj) is finite for all a c A and be the long-run average-cost of x. A continuous (resp., integer) dynamic flow is called (average-cost) optimal if it is feasible and minimizes c ) among all such flows. The dynamic network flow problem is to find an (average-cost) optimal integer dynamic flow.
Comments on the model. The above model is in a canonical form and should be viewed from that perspective. In §4 we show how to extend and modify the model via linear transformations. Here we keep the model mathematically more simple so as to simplify the exposition of the solution technique. Below we address some other distinctive features of the model.
The conservation of flow constraints stipulate that the "throughflow" of each node in each period p > tmax is zero. But why have we not required conservation of flow in all periods, especially if our model is to have physical interpretations? Our basic motivation for ignoring the initial conditions is that our model is designed for determining the optimal "long-run solution." In particular, by the boundedness requirement and from the periodicity of the requirements and costs, it is evident that there is an optimum solution that is periodic. (Orlin (1981b) proves a more general version of this observation.) Thus we ignore the initial conditions on conservation of flow so that we can restrict attention to periodic dynamic network flows. Moreover, in most applications the "phasing into" a periodic flow is easy. In the vehicle scheduling problems we can "initialize" a periodic optimal solution in one day by having the fleet move to appropriate starting positions. In the cyclic capacity scheduling problem we can "initialize" the schedule by buying additional capacity in the first day.
Although the initialization of a periodic solution requires little effort in practice, it is difficult theoretically. Orlin (1983) proved the NP-completeness of the problem of '"sXC4P -----r __
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MINIMUM CONVEX COST DYNAMIC NETWORK FLOWS determining a feasible dynamic network flow that satisfies conservation of flow in all periods.
As discussed above, the throughput may be viewed as the amount of flow circulating in the static network. The requirement that the throughput is identically 0 is a mathematical convention (or convenience). In fact, the transformations in §4 reveal that we would replace the O-throughput requirement by upper and lower bounds on the throughput or more generally by a convex cost on throughput.
Finally we observe that upper and lower bounds on arc flows are easily modeled via the convex cost function. (The function is cc-valued for flows that exceed their bounds.)
Relation to other network flow problems. The minimum convex cost dynamic network flow problem includes as special cases each of the following variants of network flows: (1) the minimum cost (finite) network flow problem, (2) the maximum throughput dynamic network flow problem, and (3) the minimum cost-to-time ratio circuit problem.
The minimum convex cost circulation problem is the special case of the dynamic network flow problem in which all transit times are 0. Here we can only model the minimum convex cost network flow problems in which the costs are linear between successive integers. Then there is always an integral optimum solution for the finite network flow problem.
The maximum throughput dynamic network flow problem is the special case of the minimum cost dynamic network flow problem in which the objective is to maximize the (average) throughput per period. Orlin (1983) treated this infinite horizon problem and showed that it is reducible to a minimum cost network flow problem. He also showed that Ford-Fulkerson maximum (finite-horizon) dynamic network flows (1958) are a special case of the infinite-horizon maximum throughput problem. Finally, we show in §6 that the minimum cost-to-time ratio circuit problem which was proposed and first solved by Dantzig et al. (1967) is a special case of the minimum cost dynamic network flow problem.
Paths, copies, and the dynamic network. The terminology of this paper is the same as in Orlin (1983) . Below we repeat some of the "less than standard" terminology.
A path in a network is an alternating sequence of nodes and arcs i,) a, . ., ak, ik such that for each] = 1,..., k either a has head and tail i, or else it has head i_ and tail ij. In the former case the arc is called a forward arc of the path. In the latter case it is called a backward arc. A directed path is a path in which every arc is a forward arc. For a given static network, the transit time of a path is the sum of the transit times of the forward arcs of the path minus the sum of the transit times of the backward arcs.
A cycle is a path in which the initial node is the same as the final node and such that no other node is repeated. We will sometimes refer to cycles as circuits. As an example, the lemma can be verified by inspection to be true for the static network of Figure 1 and the dynamic network of Figure 2 3. The solution technique: Rounding optimal continuous stationary flows. In this section we give polynomial time algorithms for finding both optimal continuous and optimal integer dynamic flows.
A dynamic flow x = (xP) is called stationary if x P = xP' for all a A and p > 1. The continuous problem is readily solved using the theory developed in Orlin (198 1a) which demonstrates that if there is an optimal continuous dynamic flow, then one such flow is stationary. To find an optimal integer dynamic flow, we round the fractional parts of an optimal continuous stationary flow so as to maintain feasibility and the same average cost per period. This results in an optimal integer dynamic flow that is periodic and is also an optimal continuous dynamic flow.
The rounding procedure is delicate in that it depends not only on the preliminaries developed in the previous section, but also on a lemma concerning the fractional parts of "basic" static flows developed in this section. The naive approach of rounding the
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fractional parts of flows up in some periods and down in other periods will not in general, lead to a feasible dynamic flow.
LZMMA S tYUIICtI ItLU y Ut UotlUUUu sataLiVnlly Itows). Ij intrrf Is u jeaSolte resp., optimal) continuous dynamic flow, then one such flow is stationary.
PROOF.
If we replace the zero-throughput constraint (2.2) by the equivalent constraint that the sum of the arc flows in transit is 0 for each period (the equivalence following from Lemma ), then the continuous dynamic network flow problem is a special case of the dynamic convex programming problem. The result is then a specialization of Theorem I in Orlin (1981a) . I
In fact, all we really need for our algorithm is the following elementary corollary of Lemma 3. (We present the proof here for completeness.)
COROLLARY 1. Suppose x = (xP) is a feasible integral periodic dynamic network flow. Then there is a feasible continuous stationary dynamic network flow whose average cost per period is at most as great as that of x.
PROOF. Suppose x is periodic with period q. Then let y = (yP) be defined as follows: yP = q-(x + q) for all p > I and all a E A. Then y is a feasible stationary dynamic network flow whose average cost per period is by the convexity of c(.) no greater than that of x.
The requirement in Lemma 3 that the dynamic flows be bounded is crucial. An example is given in Orlin (1983) of a problem for which there is no bounded dynamic flow satisfying (2.1) and having finite cost despite the existence of an unbounded dynamic flow having these properties. Moreover, if we append to that example a node 3, and an arc (3, 3) with transit time -I and zero cost, we may also assume that there is zero throughput. Later in this section we show how to transform an optimum stationary continuous flow into an optimum integer dynamic network flow. The transformation relies on the "structure" of the fractional flows or alternatively on the structure of bases derived from the static network flow problem (3.1). This basis-structure lemma is stated below in a manner more suited to our solution technique. Part of the lemma is implicit in the paper by Chen and Saigal (1977) concerning network flow problems plus side con-
straints. The part of the lemma concerning the fractional flows is also known (e.g., Magnanti (1980) ), but it apparently has not appeared in the open literature. Finally, we observe that the following lemma does classify the fractionally basic flows combined with a very elementary property of linear programs, viz., that linear programs may be optimized at corner points. (8) is a nonzero circulation and its throughput is zero for all values of . Let 61 be the least positive value of such that x(86) has at least one more integer component than x'. Let 82 be the greatest negative value of 8 such that x(82) has at least one more integer component than x'. By the linearity of c() between successive integers it follows that c(x') > min(c(x(6)), c(x(82))). We can thus replace x' by x(86) or x(8 2 ), whichever has less cost.
By repeating the above we eventually obtain a flow in which the arc subset A' is a single cycle C. We now claim that the circulationy = x' satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.
Since x' is a circulation, the net flow through each node is zero, and thus the net flow through each node as restricted to arcs of C is integral. Therefore the fractional parts of flows in the forward arcs of C is the negative of the fractional parts of the flows in the backward arcs of C, and we may write y as an integral flow plus a flow around C of k/I, with < k < I having no common factors. It remains to show that I divides the transit time t of C. To this end, let x be the flow derived from x' by subtracting a flow of k/l units around C. Then x is an integral flow with throughput
Since an integral flow has integral throughput, it follows that I divides t. I
We say that a static flow is fractionally basic if it is the sum of an integer static flow and a flow around a simple cycle. It is implicit in the proof of Lemma 4 that a static flow x' = (x) is fractionally basic if it is the unique basic feasible solution of the linear program obtained from (3.1) by adding the constraints xJ < x, < xl for all a E A.
Rounding and q-periodic solutions. A dynamic flow x = (xP) is called q-periodic if XP = XP'q for a E A andp 1. The goal of this subsection is to develop a procedure for transforming a fractionally basic optimal static flow y into a q-periodic optimal integer flow x, where q is the common denominator of the fractional parts of the elements of y as expressed in lowest terms. The procedure consists of rounding the fractional parts of the elements of y' by increasing and decreasing flows along infinite paths in the dynamic network.
Let P be an infinite path in the dynamic network G . To increase the flow along P by is to increase the flow in each forward arc of P by 6 and decrease the flow in each backward arc by 6.
In PROOF. If y is integer, then q = I and the result is true on choosing x = yt. Thus, suppose y is not integer. By assumption y is the sum of an integer static flow and a flow around a cycle C of k/t units for some positive integers k < t with t being the transit time of C. Then q = t/gcd(k, t). Choose r so that r/q = k/t. Now by Lemma 2, the copies of C consist of t disjoint infinite paths labeled 0, ... , t -I so that the ith copy of some given node of C belongs to path i(mod t) for all i > . Let x be the integer dynamic flow formed from y by increasing the flow along path i by (t -k)/t if i(mod q) < r and decreasing the flow along path i by k/ t otherwise.
Increasing the flow along a path by (t -k)/t maintains conservation of flow at each node of the dynamic network except the first node of the path, rounds the flow in each forward (resp., backward) arc to the next highest (resp., lowest) integer, and increases the throughput by (t -k)/t. Decreasing the flow along a path by k/t also rounds all flows along the path to an adjacent integer and decreases the throughput by k/t. Thus x rounds y.
Since q divides t, the flows along kit paths increase by (t -k)/t and the flows along (t -k)/t paths decrease by k/t. Hence x has the same throughput asy . Since conservation of flow is also maintained, x is feasible.
Moreover, x is q-periodic. To see this consider xP and xP+q. If arc a of the dynamic network is on path i, then aP+q is on path j = (i + q)(mod t). Therefore, either the flows along paths i and j are both rounded up or both rounded down, and hence xP = X p + q To complete the proof, it remains to show that the average cost of x is the same as that of y, viz., 2acA Ca(ya Figure 3 .1, and suppose that a fractionally-extreme optimal static flow is:
The cycle corresponding to the fractional parts has transit time four and comprises four infinite-length paths in the dynamic network, and the paths are labeled 0, 1,2, 3 so that node 1I is on path i(mod4) for all i > 1. These four paths are illustrated in objective function and then using a convex cost network flow computer implementation.
Step 2 of the algorithm is easily performed in O(INI IAI) steps. Finally, step 3 may be solved quickly or it may require exponential time depending on the output conventions. As stated above, step 3 requires the rounding of q distinct paths, and q may be as large as n -tma. Moreover, if tmax is large relative to n (e.g., 2"), the rounding may require an exponentially large number of steps.
We can perform step 3 quickly if we allow a "modular representation" of the output. For example, suppose that arc a is a forward arc on the basic cycle C. Suppose also ft~ ~ that the fractional flow on arc a is k/t as in step 3 and that the rth copy of arc a is on the first infinite path induced by C. Then we can express the flow on each copy of arc J a as follows:
This "modular representation" of the flow on arc a can be computed for all a E A in 0(n) steps. Using this representation, we can find and express an optimal solution in polynomial time.
Variants of the minimum convex-cost dynamic network-flow problem.
Just as there are several equivalent variants of the minimum-cost network flow problem, there are several equivalent variants of the dynamic network flow problem. In fact, some of the applications given in § §5 and 6 are naturally expressed in terms of these variants. All of the variants below are expressed in terms of convex costs. However, we note that upper and lower bounds on a variable u can be written in terms of a convex cost c(.) on u such that c(u) = oo whenever u is less than the given lower bound or greater than the given upper bound.
Convex costs on flow into, out of, and through nodes.
For any node i and period p, the inflow (resp., outflow) is the sum of all flows entering (resp., leaving) node i in that period. The throughflow is the outflow ninus the inflow. Consider a network (N, A, t, c) in which there are associated convex costs fJ, ff, fi on the inflow, outflow, and throughflow respectively of nodej E N in each period p > tmax where the convex costs are real or + oc valued and are linear between successive integers. Furthermore, relax the node throughflow constraints (2.1) and assume that the sum of the throughflows of all nodes in any period is 0. (If the sum of the throughflows is nonzero, then the throughput will change from period to period, as is evident from Lemma I and its proof in Orlin (1981b) .)
We can reduce this problem to standard form by replacing the network G with a new network G' = (N', A', t', c') constructed as follows. Replace each node j E N by three nodes of G' labeled j', j, j, and add an additional node n + 1. For each arc a = (j, k) E A create an arc (jO, k') in A', and refer to this arc as the copy of (j, k) in G'. The arc (j°,k) has the same transit time and cost as (j,k). Finally, for each i= 1,..., n, add the following three arcs each with transit time equal to zero: arc (ji,ji) with cost fj, arc (jt jO) with cost j' ) (resp., (j t , jo)) is the inflow (resp., outflow) of node] in G, and the flow in arc (n + 1, j') is the throughflow of j in G. (Note that the throughflow of n + I of G' is the sum of the throughflows of the nodes , . ., n of G, and this sum is 0.) The above correspondence between dynamic flows of G and feasible dynamic flows of G' is easily invertible and is 1: 1.
From the above, it is easy to see that the average cost of a feasible dynamic flow in G' is the average cost of the corresponding dynamic flow in G.
Convex cost of throughput. In the dynamic network flow problem, the throughput is required to be fixed at zero. Consider the problem derived by relaxing the throughput constraint and replacing it by a proper convex cost c() on throughput such that the cost is linear between successive integers. (This cost is treated as a long-run average cost.) If G = (N, A, t, c) Periodically repeating parameters. In the dynamic network flow problem, the transit times and costs repeat from period to period. Consider the generalization of the dynamic network flow problem in which the parameters repeat every k periods, i.e., for some k > I the transit times and costs of the flow initiated in arc a in period p are the same as in period p + k for all a E A and p = 1,2, 3 ....
Let N and A be the nodes and arcs of the original periodic problem. We reduce the periodic problem to the standard dynamic problem by expanding the original network into a static network G' = (N',A', t', c') with
The static network G' represents flow in a block of k consecutive periods which we call EXAMPLE. Let G be the network depicted in Figure 5 and described in Table 1 , where transit times for arcs (1,2) and (2, 3) oscillate between the two given values. To represent G as a static network with repeating parameters we expand G into the 2-period representation G' pictured in Figure 6 and described in Table 2. 5. Cyclic capacity scheduling. The cyclic capacity scheduling problem is to minimize the per period cost of buying and selling integral amounts of capacity for intervals of time so as to satisfy periodically repeating demands for capacity. Veinott and Wagner (1962) showed that the finite-horizon version of the problem is a static finite-horizon network-flow problem. and Jlxll is finite, (5.1d)
where A and B are (finite) m x n matrices, x is an n-vector of decision variables for each p > 1, c is an n-vector, and d is an m-vector. It is easy to show that without loss of generality we could replace the constraint that
Ilxll is finite by the constraint that x is periodic (as proved by the author (1981b)).
Nevertheless, the periodicity of the solution does not make dynamic integer programming, much more tractable. Indeed, the author (1981b) proved that the dynamic integer programming problem is P-space hard, i.e., every problem that is solvable using a polynomial amount of space is transformable into dynamic integer program- 
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Solution as a dynamic network flow problem. We transform the cyclic capacity scheduling problem into a variant of the dynamic network flow problem by using the technique of successive constraint subtractions. Veinott and Wagner (1962) used the same techniques for transforming the finite horizon capacity scheduling problem into the transshipment problem.
The simple transformation is as follows: Keep the st constraint; for every i 2 replace the ith constraint of the cyclic capacity scheduling problem by the difference of the ith and the (i -I)th constraint. The resulting constraint matrix corresponds to a dynamic network flow problem in which the first constraint is the fixed throughput constraint.
It is perhaps interesting that while the above transformation is invertible, the transformation of replacing the ith constraint by the difference of the ith and (i + l)th constraints for i > I is not invertible.
As an example of the transformatiQn, consider the problem in which the constraints are as follows:
for all i 1,
for j=1,2; il 1.
(5.2c)
After successive constraint subtractions, the resulting constraint system is as follows:
and this is transformable into the dynamic network flow problem through the transformations in §4.
Applications of cyclic capacity scheduling. Veinott and Wagner (1962) present a number of applications of the finite horizon capacity scheduling problem to inventory control and staffing. (Briefly, a block of consecutive ones in a column represents a "block of capacity" that is available for a number of consecutive time periods.) Each of these applications has a cyclic (dynamic) counterpart. Here we describe only the cyclic variant of the application to staffing.
Consider a firm that wishes to hire "temporary" staff so as to meet minimum demands that vary from hour to hour within the day, but such that the demand for workers on any given hour repeats daily. The firm may hire workers to meet any shift of consecutive hours, and the cost of staffing for one shift depends only on the hours of the shift. The objective is to determine an infinite-horizon assignment of workers to daily shifts so as to minimize the average cost per day.
We discussed the above model in terms of "temporary staff" for the following reason. Usually there are many requirements on staffing for shifts including complicated day-off constraints. We wish to allow that the number of workers on any shift may vary quite a lot from day to day so long as we satisfy the hourly requirements.
We observe that the solution obtained for the cyclic capacity scheduling problem "almost repeats" each epoch. The solution is obtained with the rounding algorithm in §3, and thus the integer solution varies by at most one from epoch to epoch. In terms of staffing, the number of persons on any shift varies by at most one from day to day.
I-day cyclic staffing. The cyclic capacity scheduling problem treated above appears to be a new model; however, if we add the restriction that a schedule repeats everỹ~~~) The minimum cost-to-time ratio circuit problem. This first application differs from the others in that it is a previously solved problem. Dantzig, Blattner, and Rao (1967) introduced the "tramp steamer problem" which involves a steamer visiting n distinct ports. Traveling from port i to portj takes t days and earns a profit of pi, dollars, and both the transit time and profit are independent of the starting time for the trip. The objective is to determine an infinite-horizon tour that maximizes the average daily profit. Although the problem is phrased as a transportation problem, it has applications in several areas as detailed in Fox (1969) . The problem is also equivalent to deterministic semi-Markov decision chains, as described by Fox.
The static network has n nodes, one for each port, and for each pair i, j of distinct nodes there is an arc (i, j) with transit time t and unit cost -p!. The upper and lower bounds on arc flows are 1 and 0 respectively, and the throughput is fixed at 1, representing the tramp steamer.
Dantzig, Blattner and Rao formulated the problem with the above static network. They observed that each basic solution of the static network flow problem is a flow around a circuit, which is a simple directed cycle. Each circuit induces an infinite horizon tour. Ports are traveled in the order that they appear on the circuit, and the average daily cost is the ratio of the cost of traveling the circuit to its transit time. Thus an optimal circuit has the minimum cost-to-time ratio and induces an optimum tour.
This tour is exactly the same tour determined by the rounding procedure in §3. We see this as follows. A minimum cost static circulation whose throughput is one consists of a flow of 1/t units around a circuit C, where C is the minimum cost-to-time circuit and t is the transit time of C. Our rounding procedure rounds up the flow on exactly one of the infinite paths induced by C, and this path corresponds to the tour for the tramp steamer.
Incidentally, the minimum cost-to-time ratio circuit problem has excited a fair amount of interest in recent years. Many authors including Lawler (1967) This special case has applications in the area of workforce scheduling (Bartholdi et al. (1980)), and in cyclic lot sizing (Graves and Orlin (1980) ).
Airplane routing. Consider the problem of scheduling a fixed number of aircraft for a partially fixed periodic schedule of daily repeating flights between n cities. Each flight is expressed in terms of (I) its departure site and time, e.g., Boston at 3 p.m.; (2) its arrival site and time; (3) its cost (or profit); and (4) whether it is required or 1_____11__3___I__CI_____I_ 204 MINIMUM CONVEX COST DYNAMIC NETWORK FLOWS optional. A required flight must be flown each day, whereas an optional flight may be flown at the scheduler's prerogative. The aircraft are considered to be identical in that any aircraft may fly any route. Furthermore, we do not require that the flight schedule repeat daily. Indeed, an optimal schedule may repeat only after a number of days.
The above airplane scheduling problem may be easily expressed as a dynamic network flow problem in which the arcs represent flights. We leave the details to the interested reader.
A special case of the above is the problem of minimizing the number of aircraft to meet a fixed periodic schedule, which has been investigated by several authors. Bartlett (1958) and Bartlett and Charnes (1958) solved the variant in which deadheading is forbidden. Dantzig and Fulkerson (1954) solved the finite horizon variant. Dantzig and Simpson (1962, unpublished) in conjunction with a team of collaborators at United Airlines solved the general case in which the schedule is required to repeat daily (i.e., even deadheaded flights must be flown at the same time each day). Wollmer (1980) and Orlin (1982) solved the general problem in which deadheaded flights are not required to be flown daily. For a description of Dantzig and Simpson's solution technique see Simpson (1968) .
Cyclic production, storage and transshipment. Consider a number of cities with demand for a certain good that varies periodically over time, e.g., demand for bread or for petroleum products. We assume that demand is satisfied by shipping goods in a fixed number of trucks from a number of supply/production sites, where the cost of production is assumed to be convex. We restrict our attention to the case in which each truck must unload all of its goods at the demand site upon arriving. (The case in which a single truck can service many demand sites without reloading is NP-complete as the traveling salesman problem is a special case.) The objective is to determine a production schedule and shipping schedule over time so as to minimize the daily cost.
Below we consider two cases of the problem for which demands and costs repeat daily. The periodic problem may be formulated using the technique in §4 for expanding static networks.
The problem is formulated as follows: (1) production site i has a convex cost c) of production for = 1, ... r (2) demand site i has a demand bi for goods repeating daily for i = r + ... n; (3a) the number of trucks is bounded above and below; or (3b) storage is allowed at the production and demand sites at a convex cost.
Constraints (3a) and (3b) are related in that flow is measured in goods traveling over time; if storage is allowed, then storage will be interpreted as throughput as will a truck traveling. Simultaneously allowing both (3a) and (3b) results in a problem that is NP-complete even for problems with exactly one truck. The NP-completeness can be proved via a transformation from the traveling salesman problem.
The static network has node set 1,2, ... , n). For each production site i and storage site j, there are arcs (i, j) and (j, i) with transit times that are the number of days of travel time between the two sites. Thus the static network is a complete directed bipartite graph. For i = r + I, . . . n there is an additional constraint that the flow into i is b in each period, and for i 1, .. . n the flow out is bounded above by uo and below by i. These constraints are modeled via the transformations given in §4. Combined with the conservation-of-flow constraint (2.2), these constraints guarantee that (1) and (2) are satisfied.
If no out-of-truck storage is allowed (in both models goods may be stored in the trucks), then the flow in transit is the number of trucks. Thus upper and lower bound constraints on the number of trucks may be modeled via upper and lower bound -·s -a9i rr -^---------a-----------· 205 constraints on the throughput and can be modeled as in §4. If the number of trucks is not restricted, then we may model storage at site i by a loop (i, i) with transit time I and an appropriate convex storage cost.
We note that if the throughput is not bounded, then the static flow problem is a circulation problem with no additional side constraints, and thus each basic solution is integral. In this case, the rounding of §3 is not necessary, as the stationary optimal flow is integral.
